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Abstract
The conventional bus propagation modeling process has two main shortcomings: bus bunching and extra energy
consumption caused by idling at signalized intersections and unexpected speed variation along the route. To
overcome these problems simultaneously, an extended bus propagation model and anti-bunching control are
proposed in this paper. To extend the time-based bus propagation model, the authors used a finite state machine
and an intelligent driver model to establish a spatial-temporal based bus propagation model accounting for
dynamic bus motion and passenger swapping behavior between bunched buses. To mitigate bus bunching and
improve fuel economy in a connected environment, an anticipated average speed plan was used to improve
headway regularity and reduce the chance of encountering a red signal. Then, predictive control accounting for state
and control constraints was used to generate a smooth trajectory for connected buses to follow the commands
given by anticipated average speed planning. This ensured that connected buses traversed signalized intersections
and approached downstream stops efficiently. Simulations show that the proposed model can imitate passenger
swapping behavior when bus bunching occurs, and the anti-bunching control can mitigate bus bunching and guide
connected buses to traverse signalized intersections and reach downstream stops with less delay.
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Introduction
Many buses are equipped with global positioning systems (GPS) and wireless communication devices to
automatically collect and transmit bus position information to the nearest dispatch center. Using these
capabilities, bus bunching can be mitigated by executing actions directed by the dispatch center. However,
this system does not necessarily reduce idling times at signalized intersections or maintain reliable bus service
due to unexpected signal phasing and timing. Today, off-the-shelf wireless communication devices are used
as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication, including dedicated shortrange communication (DSRC), 4G-LTE-V, and 5G. With V2I communications, algorithms can be designed for
a connected bus to plan and regulate its speed in advance to make sure it arrives at a signalized intersection
during a green phase. As a consequence, speed variations can be reduced upstream and downstream of the
intersection, reducing energy consumption. In addition, the connected bus can be more reliable since it can
reach the signalized intersection during the green phase by either accelerating or decelerating proactively.
Bus reliability and bus bunching can be described by bus propagation models. In 1964, Newell and Potts
proposed a single line bus propagation model that explains the causes of bus bunching. The model assumes
a constant ratio between passenger arrival and boarding rate, with a uniform passenger arrival distribution.
The en route time is assumed to be constant, indicating the same distance and average speed between two
consecutive stops. The conventional bus propagation model includes en route, dwell, and holding times,
and a considerable amount of literature considers the impact of passenger behavior on dwell time. Wu, Liu,
and Jin (2017) established an analytical bus propagation model accounting for bus overtaking, distributed
passenger boarding behavior, and bus capacity. This enhanced model can represent the dynamic passenger
queue swapping among bunched buses at stops, but it requires a uniform passenger arrival distribution, which
is not always present. Fonzone, Schmöcker, and Liu (2015) proposed a bus propagation model considering
reliability-based passenger arrival patterns. This model holds that the passenger arrival rate is related to
the anticipated risk-averse waiting time of the passenger at each stop according to non-uniform bus service
distribution. Schmöcker et al. (2016) extended the model to a two-lines condition to account for common
line and overtaking. This model holds that all passengers will board the front bus if overtaking is forbidden
and passengers form balanced queues if overtaking is allowed, indicating that common lines worsen the
service regularity if overtaking is forbidden and have positive effects when overtaking is allowed. Dwell time is
another important factor attributing to bunching, which should be modeled precisely. Wang et al. (2016) took
acceleration and deceleration time, dead time, and time for serving boarding and alighting passengers into
account to estimate the dwell time and time lost for serving a stop in China.
To mitigate the bus bunching phenomenon, prediction and control schemes are applied in bus operation.
Chien, Ding, and Wei (2002) assumed that passenger waiting time would be greatly improved if passengers
could obtain accurate bus arrival information, and then they used two artificial neural networks trained by
link-based and stop-based data to predict transit arrival time. Yu et al. (2016) established a least square support
vector machine regression based on transit smart card data to detect bus bunching. Wu, Liu, and Jin (2017)
used headway holding and schedule holding strategies to alleviate bus bunching when the bus schedule or the
anticipated headway is given.
With the development of connected vehicle technology, real-time information about bus operation became
available. Based on this, Eberlein, Wilson, and Bernstein (2001) formulated the holding problem as a quadratic
program in a rolling horizon scheme, but this scheme is not robust against stochastic demands. To improve the
resilience of holding control (HC) and reduce bus bunching, Daganzo and Pilachowski (2011) used an adaptive
control system to adjust bus cruising speed in real time just like successive bus pairs connected by springs,
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and the results show that this can generate regular headways as well as faster speed than inserting slacks. Li
et al. (2019) combined HC and operating speed control to adjust the bus propagation process and made it
robust against congestion delays and passenger demand variations. However, this control strategy assumes
that the states of all buses at previous bus stops are known, which is difficult to realize in practice. Headway
variations at stops can be treated by optimizing bus stop locations and dispatching headways to improve cost
and service reliability (Zhao et al. 2018). By using automatic vehicle location (AVL) schedule adherence data,
Cevallos et al. (2011) maximized the density area of the on-time performance range. To minimize bus schedule
delays and additional car delays, Yang, Menendez, and Guler (2018) proposed a transit signal priority algorithm
using connected vehicle information for multimodal traffic control. To balance delay and equity, Aziz and
Ukkusuri (2016) proposed a V2I based signal controller, which can be used to improve the headway regularity of
connected bus service without sacrificing equity.
An unexpected signal phase may add extra delays and energy consumption to a human-driven bus, which may
in turn result in bus bunching and higher operational cost. Reasons include: (1) the bus is unable to make full
use of signal priority, since the controller does not consider dwell time or demand variation; (2) the probability
of the bus encountering a red signal is as large as the ratio of red time to cycle length, due to a lack of speed
advisory; and (3) unexpected signal phase and service time increase the bus propagation uncertainties, which
may result in severe bus bunching. One way to address these problems is to adjust signal timing plans, and the
other is to employ a speed advisory system to alleviate bus bunching. Chow and Li (2017) presented a set of
signal-based strategies that regulate bus headway by adjusting signal timing plans and the results illustrate that
regulating headway errors by signal control can improve bus service reliability. However, signal timing is usually
pre-set and does not always change with time or traffic demand. Therefore, some scholars have turned to the
speed advisory system to improve bus service regularity.
For the sake of improving mobility and the energy efficiency of a single connected vehicle (CV), research has
focused on how to guide CVs to reach an intersection during a green signal. Asadi and Vahidi (2011) established
a reference speed planning model based on a map of traffic signals over space and time, and then used model
predictive control (MPC) to allow a CV to cruise at the reference speed in order to reduce its probability of
encountering a red signal. Li et al. (2015) formulated a Bolza-type optimal control problem (OCP) to minimize
fuel consumption. Then they used the Legendre pseudo-spectral method to convert the OCP into a multistage
interconnected nonlinear programming problem to determine the optimal engine torque and transmission
gear position. To improve the energy economy performance of a partially automated vehicle, Altan et al. (2017)
developed an eco-approach and departure system that can receive vehicle-to-everything (V2X) messages from
the intersection infrastructure and use piecewise trigonometric-linear functions to automatically generate
recommended speed profiles. Aiming at minimizing energy consumption, Han et al. (2018) designed a safetyoriented speed advisory system to derive a real-time analytical speed profile accounting for vehicular distance
and speed limit constraints.
Reducing energy consumption should also consider traffic state information and lane changing decisions.
Huang et al. (2018) combined traffic state prediction, eco-driving speed planning, and power train control to
implement an ecological driving system, which is robust against different traffic scenarios. Zhang et al. (2018)
presented an eco-driving control algorithm aimed at minimizing fuel consumption via traffic timing prediction.
This study used a Laguerre function based MPC to derive the control input to keep the vehicle moving at
its target speed. To consider the queue at the intersection, Xin et al. (2018) established a simple eco-driving
model based on the intelligent driver model (IDM), intersection passing decision, and leading vehicle speed
recommendation, and found that taking the speed profile generated by the eco-driving model as a speed
advisory can reduce idling time and fuel consumption on arterials. To develop a consensus, optimal and safe
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speed advisory to allow a CV to arrive at a signalized intersection during a green phase, Yu et al. (2019) used
a consensus-based platoon algorithm to allow platoon followers to obtain similar tracking performances as
the platoon leader. Then they used trigonometric and logistic curves to guide the CV platoon leader’s smooth
approach and departure from the signalized intersection, which can conserve fuel consumption and promote
intersection throughput.
To date, the bus propagation model, bus bunching phenomenon, and green phase arrival speed advisory
systems have been investigated. However, the bus dynamic motion on the route has not been considered
in the bus propagation model. In addition, signalized intersections and bus stops have not been considered
simultaneously in the design of most speed advisory algorithms. To overcome these gaps, this paper proposes
an extended bus propagation model and an anti-bunching control accounting for signal control and passenger
swapping behavior. The main contributions are:
1. A spatial-temporal based bus propagation model is established considering signal control impacts on bus
dynamic motion and passenger swapping behavior between bunching buses via a finite state machine.
2. Compared with HC, the proposed speed planning can ensure a connected bus arrives at the signalized
intersection during the green phase and reaches the next bus stop more reliably, or with fewer delays.
3. An adaptive time schedule is applied in the anticipated average speed planning (AASP) algorithm, which
is more robust on bus bunching alleviation than a constant time schedule.
4. Model predictive control is used to adjust connected bus speed and ensure the bus smoothly follows the
commands given by the AASP algorithm.
The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows. First, the research problem is given, followed by a
human-driven bus propagation model that considers bus dynamic motion and passenger swapping behavior.
The next section gives the AASP algorithm and MPC based control profile. Numerical simulations are then
carried out and some performance metrics are discussed, followed by conclusions.

Problem Statement
Aiming at improving bus energy efficiency and service reliability, this paper establishes an extended bus
propagation model and employs MPC based speed planning to smooth bus trajectory along the bus route.
Without loss of generality, some assumptions are made:
1. This paper focuses on one bus line and considers two kinds of buses: a human-driven bus and a
connected bus.
2. The human-driven bus is fully controlled by the driver's behavior, thus its motion can be simulated by car
following models, such as IDM.
3. The connected bus can receive surrounding vehicle positions, speed, and the downstream signal controller
phasing and timing information via V2X communication. This information can be used to design a smooth
trajectory to guide the connected bus and regulate its speed in advance, making it arrive at the next
signalized intersection during the green phase.
4. The human-driven bus and connected bus drive in a dedicated bus lane, thus speed will not be affected by
traffic conditions.
5. Each bus stop is located on the far side of the nearby signalized intersection. When the bus traverses an
intersection, there is a shorter distance to the bus stop than to the next intersection.
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6. The passenger arrival rates follow a uniform distribution.
7. Passenger swapping is done automatically among bunching buses.
8. Buses with a front door for boarding and rear door for alighting are considered; hence the dwell time can
be calculated as the maximum value of the passenger boarding and alighting times.
9. The alighting demand is assumed to be proportional to the number of onboard passengers. The boarding
and alighting rates are assumed to be constant.
10. Neither bus skipping nor overtaking is allowed.
REMARK 1. Bus skipping and overtaking are effective ways to mitigate severe bus bunching.
However, the IDM was used in this paper to describe bus following behavior, traversing
signalized intersections, and approaching stop behavior, and an iterative method was used
to implement passenger swapping, both of which are only valid on a case without skipping or
overtaking. Due to the benefit and complexity, the bus propagation model and anti-bunching
control accounting for skipping or overtaking are left for future work.

The intelligent driver model is given by equations (1)–(3) to imitate the dynamic motion of the human-driven bus:
(1)
sh = pp – ph – L, Δv = vh – vp

(2)
(3)

where ph and vh are the host bus location and speed, respectively; pp and vp are the predecessor location and speed,
respectively; shd is the desired distance gap between the host bus front bumper and its predecessor’s rear bumper;
L is the bus length; smin is the standstill distance gap; a is the maximum acceptable acceleration limit and b is the
comfortable deceleration limit; δ is the acceleration exponent; vd is the desired speed, which can be determined by
big data analysis of bus GPS data; and the typical values of a, b, and δ are given by Kesting et al. (2008).

Human-Driven Bus Propagation Model

The human-driven bus propagation model is proposed based on a finite state machine. Two types of finite
state machines are set, one for the first bus and the other for the followers. The bus propagation model starts
from state 0 and then transfers state and performs state action according to the current state and input. Before
executing the finite state machines, initial position and speed values are set, as well as the number of onboard
passengers and leftover passengers at each bus terminal, initial states for each bus at the terminal are set as
state 0, and initial states for each bus at other bus stops are set as state 4.

Bus Propagation Model for the First Bus
The bus propagation model for bus 1 includes a five-state machine and a variable updating process.
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FIGURE 1.
Location based finite state machine model for human-driven bus

Five-State Machine for the First Bus
As is shown in Figure 1, the five states depend on the location of bus 1, where state 3 means that bus 1 dwells
at a bus stop, state 0 means that bus 1 departs the current stop and proceeds to the next intersection, state
1 means that bus 1 departs the signalized intersection and approaches the midpoint between the signalized
intersection and next stop, and state 2 means that bus 1 departs the midpoint and runs to the bus stop. State 4
is a spare state used to initiate and activate the finite state machine. The concrete state flow is given as follows.

State 0: Preparation for traversing the next signalized intersection
State action: If bus 1 is predicted to arrive at signalized intersection i during the green phase, then we set
s1,i = Dd, Δv1,i = v1 – vd, with Dd as the onboard radar maximum detection range. If bus 1 is predicted to arrive
at signalized intersection i during the red phase, then we set s1,i = ps,i – p1, Δv1,i = v1 where ps,i is the location
of the stop bar at signalized intersection i. If bus 1 is predicted to arrive at signalized intersection i during the
yellow phase and is able to stop upstream of the stop bar, meaning that bus 1 satisfies condition (4), then we set
s1,i = ps,i – p1 and Δv1,i = v1. Otherwise, we set s1,i = Dd and Δv1,i = v1 – vd to let bus 1 traverse intersection i.
The condition for bus 1 stopping at signalized intersection i during the yellow phase is given by equation (4):
v 21 /(2b) < ps,i – p1 – Cdist
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where Cdist is a critical distance for detecting whether the bus near the intersection is able to stop upstream of
the intersection.
State switching: If bus 1 moves downstream of signalized intersection i, then state (1,i) will transfer to state 1.
Otherwise, state (1,i) remains invariant.

State 1: Speed recovery after traversing signalized intersection
State action: Bus 1 follows a dummy predecessor, which is Dd ahead of bus 1, and runs at the speed of vd, that is
s1,i = Dd and Δv1,i = v1 – vd.

State switching: If p1 ≥ k . ps,i + (1 – k) . pb,i, where pb,i is the position of stop i and k is a constant ranging from 0
to 1, then state (1,i) will transfer to state 2. Otherwise, state (1,i) remains invariant.

State 2: Deceleration for approaching the stop
State action: Bus 1 prepares to approach stop i by setting s1,i = pb,i + smin and Δv1,i = v1.

State switching: If p1 ≥ pb,i, then the current time is recorded to be the arrival time of bus 1, and state (1,i)
transfers to state 3. Otherwise, state (1,i) remains invariant.

State 3: Bus service at the stop
State action: Bus 1 dwells at stop i to offer bus service, that is s1,i = smin and Δv1,i = 0.

State switching: If TD1,i > TDc with TD1,i denoting the time interval from the arrival time of bus 1 to the current
time at stop i and TDc a statistical service time, then the departure time of bus 1 is recorded by d1,i = t , state
(1,i+1) activates as state 0, and i is updated to be i+1. Otherwise, state (1,i) remains invariant.

State 4: Other state
State action: No action.
State switching: State (1,i) transfers to state 0 if state (1,i-1) transfers from state 3 to state 0. Otherwise, state (1,i)
remains invariant.

Variable Updating Process for the First Bus
To update the dynamic motion of bus 1, we set sh = s1,i and Δv = Δv1,i, then according to equations (1) and (3)
calculate the position, speed, and acceleration of bus 1.

Bus Propagation Model for Bus Followers
The bus propagation model for each bus follower also includes a five-state machine and a variable updating
process. The five states are defined as in Figure 1. The concrete state flow is given as follows.

Five-State Machine for Bus Followers
State 0: Preparation for traversing the next signalized intersection
State action: If bus j is predicted to arrive at signalized intersection i during the green phase, then it follows its
predecessor (bus j–1) to go through intersection i, that is sj,i = pj-1 – pj – L and Δvj,i = vj – vj-1. If bus j is predicted
to arrive at signalized intersection i during the red phase, then it has to stop upstream of the stop bar, that is
sj,i = ps,i – pj and Δvj,i = vj. If bus j is predicted to arrive at signalized intersection i during the yellow phase and is
able to stop before the stop line, meaning that bus j satisfies condition (5), then we set sj,i = ps,i – pj and Δvj,i = vj.
Otherwise, we set sj,i = pj-1– pj – L and Δvj,i = vj – vj-1.
Journal of Public Transportation, Vol. 23, No. 1, 2021
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The condition for bus j stopping at signalized intersection i is given by inequality (5).
v j2 /(2b) < ps,i – p1 – Cdist

(5)

State switching: If bus j moves downstream of signalized intersection i, that is pj ≥ ps,i , then state (j,i) transfers to
state 1. Otherwise, state (j,i) remains invariant.

State 1: Speed recovery after traversing signalized intersection
State action: Bus j follows bus j–1 to drive ahead, that is sj,i = pj-1 – pj – L and Δvj,i = vj – vj-1.
State switching: If pj ≥ k . ps,i + (1– k) pb,i then state (j,i) transfers to state 2. Otherwise, state (j,i) remains
invariant.

State 2: Deceleration for approaching the stop
State action: Bus j prepares to approach stop i by setting sj,i = pb,i + smin and Δvj,i = vj .
State switching: If pj ≥ pbi or pj-i – pj ≤ smin + ε s and vj ≤ εv with ε s and εv small positive values, then the current
time is recorded to be the arrival time of bus j at stop i, and state (j,i) transfers to state 3. Otherwise, state (j,i)
remains invariant.

State 3: Bus service at the stop
To describe passenger swapping behavior, there are three kinds of bunching patterns to consider: no bus
bunching, bunching with two buses, and bunching with three or more buses. To detect a bus bunching pattern,
a five-length first-in-first-out queue is used to record the state of bus j–2, bus j–1, bus j, bus j+1, and bus j+2 with
their latest stop number. The case to which the bus arrival pattern belongs is determined according to the state
of the queue, and then the bus number to convert the new case is rolled into one of the three cases. The bus
dynamic motion is also controlled by the state of the finite state machine. When the bus is going to depart from
the stop, the bus dynamic motion and the state of the finite state machine should be updated at the same time.
Case 1: No bus bunching
If bus j arrives at stop i after bus j–1 departs the same stop, then the passenger boarding behavior can be
described as shown by Figure 2.

FIGURE 2.
No bus bunching, where aj,i and dj,i are bus j arrival and departure time from stop i, respectively

State action – Case 1: Let λ i be a uniform distribution variable to express the passenger arrival rate at stop i, then
the number of passengers at stop i waiting to board bus j is given by equation (6):
(6)
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where dj–1,i is the departure time of bus j–1 from stop i, TDj,i denotes the time interval from the arrival time
of bus j at stop i to the current time, lj-1,i is the number of leftover passengers by bus j–1 at stop i, and ⌊⋅⌋ is a
downward rectification operator.
According to assumption 9, the alighting demand of bus j at stop i is given by equation (7):
Aj,i = round (ρi . Lj,i-1)

(7)

where Lj,i-1 is the number of onboard passengers of bus j between stop i–1 and i, ρi is the alighting proportion
at stop i, and round (⋅) is an operator rounding to the nearest integer.

Let bj,i be the boarding rate for bus j at stop i, then the number of actual boarding passengers is limited by the
competition between the number waiting and the capacity of bus j, given by equation (8):

(8)
where Cj is the capacity of bus j.
The number of onboarding passengers of bus j between stop i and i+1 given by equation (9) is the sum of the
number of onboarding passengers of bus j between stop i–1 and stop i, and the difference between the number
of actual boarding passengers and alighting passengers.
Lj,i = Lj,i-1 – Aj,i + Bj,i

(9)

The number of leftover passengers by bus j at stop i is the difference between the number of waiting passengers
and actual boarding passengers, that is lj,i = max (Wj,i – Bj,i ,0).
State switching – Case 1: If all passengers at stop i have boarded bus j, that is Wj,i ≤ Bj,i , or the capacity of bus j has
been reached, that is Bj,i ≥ Cj – Lj,i-1 + Aj,i , then if the dwell time of bus j at stop i is more than TDc,j,i = Aj,i . aj,i where
aj,i is the alighting rate for bus j at stop i, then the current time is recorded to be the departure time of bus j from
stop i , that is dj,i = t, then state (j,i+1) transfers to state 0, and i is updated to be i+1. Otherwise, state (j,i) remains
invariant.
Case 2: Bunching with two buses
If bus j arrives at stop i before bus j–1 departs the same stop, then the boarding behavior is described as shown
in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3.
Bunching with two buses
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State action – Case 2: Suppose each stop is equipped with a passenger service system, which senses the number
of passengers at the station and can automatically decide and display the number of passengers to board
the front and rear of the bus, respectively. Therefore, when two buses bunch, the passenger service system
will automatically guide passengers to form two groups to board the bunching buses. This paper assumes a
constant swapping rate psr, then when bus j–1 and j serve stop i, the number of remaining waiting passengers at
stop i is given by equation (10) when bus j arrives at stop i:
(10)
with
the number of passengers who have boarded bus
j–1 before aj,i. Here, we address the time when bus j–1 will depart from stop i because after that we will judge
the bunching pattern again and then decide the time when the succeeding bus will depart from stop i in an
iterative way.
To ensure bus j–1 departs stop i prior to bus j, the passenger service system should use a small passenger
swapping rate (psr) to command remaining waiting passengers to board at the rear of the bus. Then the
number of passengers waiting to board bus j–1 and the number of actual boarding passengers can be given by
equations (11) and (12), respectively.
(11)
(12)

State switching – Case 2: As for bus j–1, if bus j–1 is still at stop i, and Bj–1,i ≥ min (Wj–1,i , Cj–1 – Lj–1,i–1, + Aj–1,i ), and
the dwell time of bus j–1 at stop i is more than TDc,j-1,i , then dj-1,i = t, lj-1,i = max (W ji –1 )+ B 1j–1,i – Bj–1,i ,0), Lj–1i =
Lj-1, i-1 – Aj–1,i + Bj–1i , state (j–1,i+1) transfers to state 0, and i is updated by i+1. Otherwise, state (j–1,i) remains
invariant, and the number of leftover and onboarding passengers do not need to update, respectively.
REMARK 2. Passenger service system is a future device for bus stops. Currently, some stops
establish some guardrails and electronic screens to guide passengers waiting in line and provide
next bus information, as is observed in the Hangzhou Railway eastern station bus stop in China.
The passenger service system function can be implemented by these facilities and customer
service representatives, enabling them to swap remaining passengers between the front
bunching bus and rear one under the supervision of agency staff.

Case 3: Bunching with three or more buses
If bus j arrives at stop i before bus j–2 departs stop i, then the bus motion is given as shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4.
Bunching with three or more buses
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State action – Case 3: Bus j–2 leaves stop i when it finishes unloading passengers, on the condition that bus j has
already arrived at stop i. In this case, the number of passengers waiting for bus j–2 at stop i is given by equation
(13), and the number of actual boarding passengers of bus j–2 at stop i is given by equation (14).
(13)
(14)

The number of onboarding passengers of bus j–2 between stop i and i+1 can be updated by Lj–2,i = Lj–2,i–1 – Aj–2,i
+ Bj–2,i, and the number of leftover passengers by bus j–2 at stop i is given by lj–2,i = max (Wj–2,i – Bj–2,i,0).

Similar to Case 2, the time when bus j–2 departs stop i must be addressed, and then the time when a
succeeding bus departs stop i can be iteratively determined.

State switching – Case 3: As for bus j–2, if bus j–2 finishes unloading passengers after bus j has already reached
stop i, then state (j–2,i+1) transfers to state 0, and i is updated by i+1. Otherwise, state (j–2,i) remains invariant.
REMARK 3. Since an iterative method is used to implement passenger assignment, three or more
buses bunching can be treated to be the same as Case 3.

State 4: Other state
State action: No action.
State switching: State (j,i) transfers to state 1 if state (j,i–1) transfers from state 3 to state 0. Otherwise, state (j,i)
remains invariant.

Variable Updating Process for Bus Followers
To update the dynamic motion of bus j, we set sh = sj,i, Δv = Δvj,i, then according to equations (1) and (3)
calculate the position, speed, and acceleration of bus j.
Table 1 shows how to determine to which bunching pattern bus j belongs, where “\” means there is no need to
consider. Take j ranges from 3 to N–2 (N denotes the total number of buses) for example. If the bus queue state
is (Depart, Depart, Dwell, Not yet arrive, Not yet arrive), then "no bus bunching" is used to simulate the bus
service at the stop. If the bus queue state is (Depart, Dwell, Dwell, Not yet arrive, Not yet arrive), then "bunching
with 2 buses" is used to simulate the bus service at the stop. If the bus queue is (Depart, Depart, Dwell, Dwell,
Not yet arrive), then we need to roll j to j+1 and use "bunching with 2 buses" to simulate the bus service at the
stop; otherwise, we need to roll j forward or backward to jnew correspondingly, and then use "bunching with 3
buses" to simulate the bus service at the stop.
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TABLE 1.
Five-Length Queue Based Bunching Pattern Classification

Connected Bus Propagation Model
Due to demand variation and unexpected traffic signals, it is difficult to simultaneously improve the energy
efficiency and service reliability of a human-driven bus. Thanks to the wide application of V2X communication,
buses can be made smarter by equipping them with a V2X communication device and signal controller.
Connected buses can share position and speed with other buses and can receive signal phasing and timing
(SPaT) information. This paper aims to improve the energy efficiency and service reliability for the connected
bus, and attempts to use the arrival time schedule, departure time, and next signal controller SPaT information
to plan an anticipated average speed for the connected bus. Then, MPC can be used to generate a smooth
trajectory to guide the connected bus to traverse signalized intersections without stopping and reach the next
stop with fewer delays.
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Anticipated Average Speed Planning (AASP)
With a proper value of passenger swapping rate (psr), the front bunching bus departs the stop earlier, while the
rear one departs later. However, this state is so weak that these two buses will bunch again after one or more
stops. Holding control is an efficient way to adjust bus departure time to avoid bunching, but this method
cannot work well if the bus always encounters unexpected traffic signals. To overcome this problem, AASP is
used to allow the bus to arrive at the next stop at the scheduled time and arrive at the next intersection during
a green phase.
,pb,i+1 ) is given by equation
First, the crossing point ttl of the next intersection i+1 between (dj,i, pb,i) and (aj,i+1schedule
schedule
(15), where aj,i+1 is the scheduled arrival time of bus j at stop i+1.
(15)
If ttl falls during the green phase, then bus j can run at a constant speed to traverse the signalized intersection
schedule
. In this case, the anticipated average speed vjid can be
i+1 and arrive at stop i+1 at the scheduled time aj,i+1
derived by equation (16).
(16)
Otherwise, Table 2 must be referenced for a suitable decision and the corresponding anticipated average speed,
where the AASP decision (DEC) is given by Figure 5. For example, when bus j departs stop i (current stop
number) during the red phase, and bus j is expected to arrive at stop i+1 during the green phase of the current
cycle, then if bus j is predicted to arrive at signalized intersection i+1 during the green phase, it will adopt a
constant speed to reach stop i+1. Otherwise, bus j has to regulate its speed to arrive at intersection i+1 at the
beginning of the green phase of the next cycle, and bus j may delay if it cannot reach stop i+1 at its maximum
id
speed, indicating that bus j can travel at speed of vj = (pj+1,tl – pj,s) / (trem+TR ) upstream of intersection i+1
where trem is the remaining time of the signal and TR is the red phase duration, and at the speed of
schedule
vjid = min (vmax, (pj+1,s – pj+1,tl)/(aj,i+1
– d j,i – trem –TR)) downstream of intersection i+1. The decision and
anticipated average speed for other cases can be obtained similarly by referring to Table 2.
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TABLE 2.
AASP to Allow Bus to Arrive at Next Stop Reliably and with Energy Efficiency

CSDT = current stop departure time, NSAST = next stop arrival schedule time, USIOCT = next signalized intersection original crossing
time, CRL = current red signal, NRL = next red signal, CGL = current green signal, NGL = next green signal, USI = upstream of signalized
intersection, DSI = downstream of signalized intersection, and TG = green signal duration.
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FIGURE 5.
AASP decisions for various combinations of CSDT, NSAST, and USIOCT
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REMARK 4. Table 2 and Figure 5 can be extended to consider the remaining signal phase of the
next signal cycle and the signal phase of the signal cycle after that.
schedule
REMARK 5. If aj,i+1
< dt,j , then bus j needs to travel at its maximum speed both upstream and
downstream of signalized intersection i+1 to reduce delays.

Smooth Trajectory Generated Based on MPC
To generate a smooth trajectory to follow the anticipated average speed, the motion equation for connected
bus j is given by equation (17):
(17)
where T is the time updating step, xj,k = [ pj,k,vj,k ]T is the location and speed vector of bus j at time point kT, and uj,k
is the acceleration of bus j at time point kT. The system matrix F and input matrix G are given by equation (18).		

(18)
Let Nc be the number of predicting step, and let

and

, then the subsequent system states can be derived by equation (19):
(19)
with the coefficient matrices given by equation (20).

(20)

Let

and

define the state errors as

, then we can obtain the state error dynamics from

equation (21).
(21)
To obtain the solution of Uj,k , MPC is used. First, the cost function for connected bus j approaching intersection
i is given as
, then equation (21) is substituted into the cost function to
obtain the cost function shown by equation (22):
(22)
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with the coefficient matrices given by equation (23)
(23)
subject to the input constraints in equation (24)
(24)
with the coefficient matrices given by equation (25)

(25)
where INc is an identity matrix with Nc×Nc dimension; 1Nc is a row vector with Nc elements 1; and S is the
Kronecker product between INc and [0 1].
Then the Primal-Dual method can be used to solve the original optimal control problem (22)–(25), which is
equivalent to minimizing the dual objective function in equation (26):
(26)
where the coefficient matrices are given by equation (27)
(27)
subject to λ ≥ 0. The active set of λ is denoted as λ act, and the corresponding constraints are described by Mact
and Θact , then the optimal accelerations are given by equation (28).

(28)

λ act can be calculated by Hildreth's quadratic programming procedure, which is given by equation (29):

(29)

m+1

where Ψ1,lk is the lth row and kth column element of Ψ1 , ψ2,l is the lth row element of Ψ2. If λ is sufficient
m
m
close to λ , we deem that λ is the numerical solution for λ, then λ act is the nonzero set of λ , and Mact is the
corresponding section of M according to the nonzero set of λ . When λ act and Mact are determined, the control
input can be derived according to equation (28).

Simulation

To simplify the numerical simulations and related performance comparisons, we assume all buses have similar
characteristics; all bus stops are constructed the same and located on the far side of the signalized intersection;
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and all signal controllers have the same red, green, and yellow phase duration. The differences focus on the
initial location, speed of the bus, and stochastic passenger arrival pattern.

Associated Performance Metrics
Eight performance metrics are used to calculate the benefits of the proposed model.
1. Mean value of headways (M-TH)/standard deviation of headways (STD-TH): the mean value/
standard deviation of the difference between two successive buses’ departure times.
2. Bunching rate (BR): the ratio of bunching times to the product of bus number and stop number. Bus
bunching occurs when the headway is greater than 1.5×M-TH or less than 0.5×M-TH.
3. Mean value of dwell time (M-DT): the mean value of the difference between bus departure time and
arrival time.
4. Mean value of waiting time for green signal (M-WTGL)/standard deviation of waiting time for
green signal (STD-WTGL): the mean value/standard deviation of the difference between the
green signal starting time and the time of the bus arriving at the stop bar of the signalized intersection.
5. Travel time per kilometer (TTPK): the ratio of the mean value of the travel time to send , where send =
500×(stop number)+500.
6. Passenger waiting time (PWT): the mean value of the waiting time for the newcomer and the
leftovers. The calculation formula can turn to Wu et al. (2017).
7. Average load factor (ALF): the ratio of the number of onboard passengers to the product of the bus
number and stop number.
8. Fuel Efficiency (FE): the Virginia Tech Comprehensive Power-based Fuel consumption Model (VT
CPFM, Wang and Rakha 2016) is used to calculate fuel efficiency. The fuel consumption rate of
bus j can be estimated by equations (30)–(32):
(30)
(31)
(32)
where α0, α1, α2 are model constants determined by bus configuration; Pj (k) is the instantaneous
power of bus j at time point kT; mb is the bus mass; mp is the average mass of passenger; aj (k) is the
acceleration rate of bus j at time point kT; ηd is the driveline efficiency; Rj (k) is the resistance force
at time point kT for bus j; ρ is the air density at sea level at the temperature of 15°C; Cd is the drag
coefficient of the bus; Ch is the altitude correction factor; and Af is the frontal area of the bus. The
rolling resistance constants are Cr0 , Cr1, Cr2, respectively, and the gravitational constant is g.
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Simulation Settings
Numerical simulations for both the human-driven and connected bus propagation models are carried out by
using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method at the updating frequency of 2 hertz. The simulation focuses on
frequency-based bus operations, and the initial states of the buses are given by equation (33):

(33)

where vini= 6.94m/s, Rvj = 1 m2/s2, and Rpj = 1 m2 are the variances for normal random variables ωvj and
ωpj, respectively. The case pj is greater than 0, indicating that bus j departs the bus terminal. The minimum
bus speed is set as 0 km/h and the maximum is set at 50 km/h. SF is a parameter that equals 3600/(service
frequency)/Ts. The total bus number N considered in the simulation is 16.
The traffic signal controller configurations for all intersections are 120 second (s) cycle length; 0.6 red ratio;
and 3 s yellow phase. The initial traffic signal controller states for each signalized intersection are given by
Table 3. When cycle length changes, the current phase does not change, and remaining time will be updated
by the modulus after the division of the remaining time in Table 3 by the corresponding duration. Bus stops
are located 100 meters (m) downstream of the signalized intersection. Table 4 gives the parameters of the
intelligent driver model (IDM) and VT-CPFM model.
TABLE 3.
Initial States of Traffic Signal Controller
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TABLE 4.
Related Parameters of IDM and VT-CPFM Model

To mitigate bus bunching and reduce the possibility of reaching the intersection during the red phase, the
AASP algorithm is used to ensure that the bus can reach the next stop with the least delays. However, the
proposed AASP algorithm needs a bus arrival schedule to plan its anticipated average speed. This paper takes
both constant and adaptive time schedules into account. The constant time schedule (CTS) is given as aj,ischedule =
schedule
+tHc, where tHc is a constant. The adaptive time schedule (ATS) is given as aj,ischedule = aj–1,i + tH where tH is an
aj–1,i
adjustable parameter.
The first bus time schedule given by Table 5 is used to calculate the arrival schedules of bus followers. The
formula for ATS shows that the adaptive time schedule of bus j can be updated only when bus j–1 has arrived
at the target stop. However, this is difficult to realize, especially when two successive buses show a tendency
toward bus bunching. To overcome this problem, all follower arrival schedules are updated by executing
schedule
+ tH with ll = j, j + 1 ..., N immediately after updating the arrival schedule of bus j by a schedule
allschedule
+1,i + all,i
j,i
schedule
= dj,i +
+min (0.1 . tH,max (0.8 .
= aj–1,i + tH in state 2. Meanwhile, aj,i+1
[tH – (dj,i – dj-1,i)], –0.1. tH )) is used to re-update the arrival schedule of bus j at stop i+1 when bus j prepares to
go ahead to intersection i+1, and bus j–1 has not yet departed from stop i+1, where kl ≤ j-1 and pkl ≥ pb,i+1. In
the simulation, HC and AASP are combined to adjust headway regularity. The holding logic is that the bus can
depart from the stop only if its dwell time is greater than the average headway between succeeding buses in the
same line.
TABLE 5.
Arrival Schedules of the First Bus at Each Bus Stop
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Passenger arrival rate is assumed to follow a uniform distribution with a mean of 180 passengers per hour
(pax/h) for the case without special statement. Alighting rates at each stop are given as 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5,
0.6, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, respectively. The boarding rate is set as 15 passengers per minute
(pax/min), and the alighting rate is set as two seconds per passenger (2 s/pax). Bus capacity is set as 60
passengers. The statistical least service time is set as 0.7tH for human-driven bus and tH for connected bus. The
constant κ, ε s and εv are set as 0.5, 10-4 , and 10-4, respectively.

Simulation for Human-Driven Bus Propagation Model

Figure 6 shows the spatial-temporal responses of the human-driven bus propagation model considering signal
control and passenger swapping behavior under a different passenger swapping rate (psr), where vd = 25 km/h,
demand = 180 pax/h, service frequency = 10.5 bus/h, and cycle length = 120 s. As demonstrated by Figure 6,
bus motion obeys signal control very well and the bus can stop at the corresponding bay according to arrival
sequences.

FIGURE 6.
Responses of human-driven bus propagation model under different passenger swapping rates

To mitigate bus bunching, psr is used to manage passenger swapping behaviors. According to Figure 6(a), the
bunching front bus will depart prior to the rear one with a longer time when psr = 0.0, since the bunching front
bus only needs to finish passenger alighting, while the rear one needs to load almost all remaining passengers,
which in turn recovers the headway regularity. However, according to Figure 6(b), the bunching front bus
has to load all remaining passengers and the rear one leaves the stop immediately after the bunching front
leaves when psr = 1.0, which in turn has no positive effect on mitigating bus bunching. Since bunching front is
probably to load more passengers than the rear one at the next stop, the bunching front and rear buses may
bunch again at subsequent stops. In summary, designing a passenger service system with smaller passenger
swapping rates can be a countermeasure to mitigate bus bunching, but it is not enough to fully eliminate
bunching.
Figure 7 shows the spatial-temporal responses of the human-driven bus propagation model considering signal
control and passenger swapping behavior under different passenger demand, where vd = 25 km/h, psr = 0.0,
service frequency = 10.5 bus/h, and cycle length = 120 s.
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FIGURE 7.
Responses of human-driven bus propagation model under different passenger demand
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Figure 7 also reveals some phenomena: less bus bunching occurs at the first eight bus stops than the last eight
bus stops; the bus motion at the first eight bus stops is almost the same, but quite different from one another at
the last eight bus stops; and bus bunching becomes more severe as stop numbers increase. These phenomena
can be explained as all buses depart from the bus terminal with uniform headways and arrive at the first eight
stops with less cumulative disturbances caused by passenger demand variations, unexpected signals, and initial
differences. When bus headway deviates from its nominal value, passenger demand will act as positive feedback
to the bus propagation model in subsequent stops, which in turn reduces the service regularity and causes
bunching. When bunching occurs, the headway varies greatly since the bunching front has a greater headway
than other bunching members. Moreover, the more buses bunching together, the greater the bunching front
headway becomes. As is shown by Figure 7 (a.2–d.2), the greater the passenger demand, the more severe the
bunching that occurs according to bunching number and travel delays.
Table 6 shows some performance metrics of the human-driven bus propagation model considering signal
control and passenger swapping behavior with demand = 180 pax/h, vd = 25 km/h, service frequency = 10.5
bus/h, and cycle length = 120 s. According to Table 6, buses tend to bunch no matter what the passenger
swapping rate is, and the mean value of headway, mean value of waiting time for a green signal, and average
load factor seem to be unrelated to the variation of psr. When psr is less than 0.5, both travel time per km and
mean value of dwell time do not change substantially. However, these two metrics vary and grow with the
increment of psr when psr≥0.5. Travel time per km and mean value of dwell time under psr≥0.5 are all greater
than under psr<0.5. When psr is less than 0.5, the bunching rate, standard deviation of headway, and passenger
waiting time show no relation to psr, but these three metrics decline first and then grow with the increment of
psr when psr≥0.5. Additionally, the fuel efficiency grows with the increment of psr except when psr = 0.2.
TABLE 6.
Impact of Passenger Swapping Rate on Bus Operational Performance

By comparing all metrics, we find that decreasing the passenger swapping rate produces more benefits than
other settings. Hence in practice, encouraging passengers to take the rear bus when bunching occurs is a
good countermeasure to mitigate bus bunching on the condition that overtaking is forbidden. Although the
passenger swapping rate can be changed to improve operational performance when bunching occurs, this
countermeasure does not completely remove bus bunching.
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To reveal the causes of bus bunching, the impacts of some related factors on bus performance are analyzed,
including service frequency, route length, and signal cycle length.

Impact Analysis of Service Frequency on Human-Driven Bus Operation
Table 7 shows the impact of service frequency on human-driven bus performance with passenger demand
(PD), cycle length = 120 s, vd = 25 km/h, psr = 0.0, and stop number = 16. In the following three cases, the mean
value of dwell time, travel time per km, average load factor, and fuel efficiency all increase with the increment
of demand and service frequency, while waiting time for a green signal increases only with the increment of
service frequency when demand≥180 pax/h. Additionally, it is noteworthy that the departure headway at the
bus terminal is less than the mean value of headway, due to the effect of signal control.
TABLE 7.
Impact of Service Frequency on Human-Driven Bus Performance

Case 1: When service frequency is high, bus bunching is likely to occur for all demand levels, since the bunching
rates are greater than 50% and the ratio of headway mean value to its standard deviation is also greater than
75%. Both headway mean value and passenger waiting time increase monotonically with the increment of
demand in Case 1.
Case 2: When service frequency is medium, bus bunching is likely to occur for all demands except 180 pax/h.
In Case 2, the bunching rate declines and then increases with the increment of demand. Passenger waiting time
is not fully dependent on demand since the minimum value of passenger waiting time occurs at demand = 180
pax/h instead of 135 pax/h.
Case 3: When service frequency is low, bus bunching tends to be mitigated for all demands except 180 pax/h.
In Case 3, passenger waiting time increases monotonically with the increment of demand and increases
sharply when the average load factor exceeds about 80%. The bunching rate grows and then declines with the
increment of demand, indicating that bus bunching can be mitigated when the average load factor or demand
is quite high or quite small.
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In summary, bus bunching is prone to occur at high service frequency. This is because small headway in a high
service frequency condition is more sensitive to disturbances than large headway in a low service frequency
condition.

Impact Analysis of Route Length on Human-Driven Bus Operation
Table 8 shows the impact of route length on human-driven bus performance with cycle length = 120 s, service
frequency = 10.5 bus/h, vd = 25 km/h, and psr = 0.0. Here stop number is used to represent route length.
According to Table 8, the bunching rate, mean value of dwell time, mean value and standard deviation of
headway, travel time per km, and passenger waiting time all increase with the increment of stop number, while
the average load factor decreases with the increment of demand and stop number. In addition, both mean
value of waiting time for a green signal and fuel efficiency are irrelevant to stop number. In summary, bus
bunching has a higher probability of occurring on a longer route than on a shorter route.
TABLE 8.
Impact of Route Length on Human-Driven Bus Operational Performance

Impact Analysis of Signal Cycle Time on Human-Driven Bus Operation
Table 9 shows the impact of signal cycle length on human-driven bus operational performance with service
frequency = 10.5 bus/h, stop number = 16, vd = 25 km/h, and psr = 0.0. According to Table 9, the following
conclusions can be drawn: the mean value and standard deviation of waiting time for a green signal, and
travel time per km, decline with the decrement of signal cycle length; fuel efficiency almost decreases with the
decrement of signal cycle length except when demand = 135 pax/h; and bunching rate, mean value of dwell
time, mean value of headway, passenger waiting time, and average load factor do not show a substantial linear
relationship with signal cycle length. In summary, as for fixed-time signals, bus operation can benefit from
proper signal cycle length rather than shorter or longer cycle length.
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TABLE 9.
Impact of Signal Cycle Time on Human-Driven Bus Operational Performance

Simulation for Connected Bus Propagation Model
Figure 8 shows the spatial-temporal responses of the connected bus propagation process under adaptive time
schedule (ATS) based AASP and HC with service frequency = 10.5 bus/h, cycle length = 120 s, and red ratio =
0.6. As shown by Figure 8, all buses can keep regular headways and bunching is removed thoroughly for demand
ranging from 135 to 270 pax/h. This is because ATS based AASP and HC limits the disturbances propagating
from the bus leader to followers, caused by passenger demand variation, initial delays, and signal control. Hence
the followers can easily maintain a regular headway. With the increment of demand, the mean values of travel
time, dwell time, and headway increase. As Figure 8 illustrates, a connected bus can maintain a regular headway
and reduce travel time at the same time.
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FIGURE 8.
Responses of connected bus propagation model under ATS based AASP and HC

Table 10 shows the impact of service frequency on the connected bus propagation model with AASP and
HC, where cycle length = 120 s and red ratio = 0.6. The connected bus with ATS based AASP and HC can
greatly improve bus line performance: bus bunching is removed successfully for all mentioned settings of
passenger demand and service frequency; compared with the human-driven bus (Table 8), the mean value
of dwell time is reduced or kept invariant, while mean value of waiting time for a green signal, standard
deviation of headway, travel time per km, and passenger waiting time are all reduced significantly; and
the average load factor and fuel efficiency do not show any significant improvements. In summary, the
connected bus with ATS based AASP and HC is robust to mitigate bunching against passenger demand
variations and different service frequencies.
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TABLE 10.
Impact of Service Frequency on Connected Bus Propagation Model

Table 11 shows the impact of cycle length on the connected bus propagation model, where service frequency =
10.5 bus/h. The smaller cycle length needed to extend to more cycles (Table 2) adds great complexity to AASP
but will not bring great benefits, thus only ATS based HC is used to mitigate bus bunching for cycle length =
60 s. As Table 11 illustrates, a connected bus can essentially remove bus bunching for all levels of passenger
demand and cycle length.
TABLE 11.
Impact of Cycle Time on Connected Bus Propagation Model
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Compared with the human-driven bus (Table 9), the connected bus can reduce both standard deviation of
headway and passenger waiting time significantly. The connected bus with AASP and HC can reduce the
mean value of dwell time and mean value of waiting time for a green signal, while the connected bus with
HC increases the mean value of dwell time and does not affect the mean value of waiting time for a green
signal. The connected bus propagation model can be nearly free of bus bunching under different demand
and cycle length values, which can generate bus trajectories and holding commands for a connected bus en
route and help the bus line mitigate bus bunching.

Conclusions
To improve bus operations and performance, an extended bus propagation model based on a finite state
machine was established accounting for signal and anti-bunching control. The model extended the twobunching bus propagation model to a generic form and extended the time-based bus propagation model to a
spatial-temporal based bus propagation model, suitable for describing the dynamic motion affected by signal
control and providing for anti-bunching by speed adjustment. This model can be extended to consider different
passenger arrival distributions. To mitigate bus bunching, an AASP algorithm was designed to ensure that a
connected bus could reach the next stop with the least delay and arrive at the next intersection stop bar during
the green phase. Finally, MPC was used in an AASP algorithm to generate a smooth speed profile to follow
anticipated average speed commands.
According to the simulation results, the following conclusions may be drawn:
1. The finite state machine can help ensure that the proposed human-driven bus propagation model
considers signal control and passenger swapping behavior, and that all buses obey signal
control rules.
2. A passenger service system can be used to automatically divide waiting passengers into groups to
improve bunching bus performance, such as the mean value of waiting time for a green signal, travel
time per km, passenger waiting time, and fuel efficiency.
3. A connected bus with ATS based AASP and HC can essentially remove bus bunching and shows
robustness against passenger demand, service frequency, and signal cycle length.
Bus bunching is a complex problem in practice that can be affected by many factors, such as congestion, V2X
communication delays, sampling resolution of signal phasing and timing, and boarding demand from special
groups. Passenger arrivals may not follow a uniform distribution when passengers use bus arrival predicting
apps such as Mycitybus and Google Maps. The authors will be conducting further research on bus propagation
modeling and analyzing the relative problems outlined in this paper.
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